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Your Venomous, Semiliterate Letters To The
Editor
To to the Koala,
God only knows why your staff
thinks that they are so fuckin
cool, and where you guys think
you can review parties. BE real,
u get no pussy, r a bunch of
losers, and aren't even that
funny. so before u tryin and diss
the student body u should
represent u pack of circle jerkin
fags.
P.S. any ass u get is UCSD ass,
and might as well be MRS.
Dynes
From Dan Ford on 10/16, 6:06
PM:
I just thought ya'll might like to
know, your periodical has
annually begun to suck more
and more. My freshman year
the Koala was funny and
brilliantly dirty. Last year, I
began to wipe my asshole with
the Koala, and life was good,
since the Koala sucked, but was
still mildly entertaining. This
first issue of the fall 2000
quarter is the worst ever. After
reading half a page, I decided to
once again wipe my ass with it..
but now it sucks so much that it

Hey guys at the KoalaOne thing that I have really
missed since returning to
Australia from exchange at
UCSD is the "Motherfuckin'"
Koala. For some time now I
have been getting my old
roommate to pick up a copy of

The Hedonist Manifesto.
By Chairman Ethan

has given me a horrible rash.
Please atleast resort to last
year's poor quality so I can stop
stealing toilet paper from
RIMAC.
From Dan Ford on 10/16, 8:50
PM:
uhhh, I got bored and started to
read it again, it turns out that
the Bert and Ernie thing was
funny, contrary to popular
belief. Oh, and you guys
should go out and rent
Leprechaun 4: Leprechaun in
Space... no shit, its the funniest
movie ever. Our fake frat is
better than your fake frat. Go
blow a donkey.
To you fucking people at the
Koala.
You have hit a brand new low.
The latest muir quarterly is
funnier than your shit rag.
That's right, I said shit rag. And
it's NOT even a GOOD shit rag:
you need to print it on softer
paper!
--Some asshole with a
cumputer.

Your Friendly, LifeAffirming Letters To The
Editor
Oh this wretched and boring
clamor of proper verbitude.
Spare me this blistering drought
of intellectual frolic! Give me
relief and break this rigid cage
of rupublican rhetoric.
Hark! What is that voice in the
darkness? Aye, it is the sweet
song of the Goddamned Koala
come to loose our fetters.
Fuckin-eh!
Yes, it is that foul profanity
that brightens my day. Fuckineh!
Yes, it is that offensive banter
that brings a smile to my face.
Fuckin-eh!
Yes, it is lists, lusts, liquors,
and all that other shit which
keep me from shooting myself
another day. Fuckin-eh!
Thank God for the
Goddamned Koala. Fuckin-eh!
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it for me and send it snail mail
to my door here in Canberra
(which believe me has less top
chicks than UCSD - I know it is
hard to believe. To make matters worth we don't even have
the choice of somewhere like
State).
I have a couple of friends who
have now become Koala fans
and you may get or or two lists
from them in the future. Even
though we do not feel your
pain so much due to the fact
that we are allowed to drink
wherever we want and marijuana is legal here for your own
use, I still felt the pain while I
was there. Numerous parties
were broken up at I-House by
those security pukes but there
was still plenty of poon to go
around. Check it out.
Thanks for putting it up on the
web. I love you guys (especially
last years rafting story) funny
shit!!!! Keep sticking it up those
tight bastards at UCSD.
see yez in TJ at ya mom's
house
Pete "Poonjab" Thurling

Slobodan Says:
“Why the hell are you reading this?
Can’t you see that this is obviously
filler? Idiots.”

A spectre is haunting
campus -- the spectre of
hedonism. All the powers of
The High Price Center have
entered into a holy alliance to
exorcise this spectre:
Chancellor and ViceChancellor, Atkinson and
Xavier, ASUCSD Radicals and
RSO police-spies.
Where is the party in
opposition that has not been
decried as hedonistic by its
opponents in power? Where is
the opposition that has not
hurled back the branding
reproach of hedonism, against
the more advanced opposition
parties, as well as against its
reactionary adversaries? Two
things result from this fact:
I. Hedonism is already
acknowledged by all campus
powers to be itself a power.
II. It is high time that
Hedonists should openly, in
the face of the whole campus,

publish their views, their aims,
their tendencies, and meet
thisnursery tale of the spectre
of hedonism with a manifesto
of the party itself.
To this end, hedonists of
various colleges have
assembled in Ye Olde Studente
Centre and sketched the
following manifesto.
In what relation do the
Hedonists stand to the students
as a whole? The Hedonists do
not form a separate party
opposed to the other studentclass parties, excepting the
Campus Republicans, Stop
Tobacco Outreach Program and
those fascist Israeli rightwingers with the booth on
library walk. Fuck those
parties. They have no sack.
The Hedonists are
distinguished from the other
student-class parties by this
only:
In the academic struggles of
the students of the different
colleges, they point out and
bring to the front the common
interests of the entire student
body, independently of all
college affiliation. In particular,
they bring to the front the
common interest of getting
hammered on shitty, warm
booze and taking bong rips
until they pass out instead of
doing homework. And
breaking stuff. That’s cool too.
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LISTS
for the workers

Top Five Ways Masturbating Is Better
Than Class:
1. Extra credit is mandatory.
2. Starts whenever you feel like it instead of
conforming to the rules of The Man!
3. You can't fail this--well, unless you're
Chancellor Dynes and you can't find that
Abercrombie & Fitch catalog.
4. Get to shout "Who's yo daddy!?" without
co-ed’s staring at you in revulsion.
5. When you finish, you're actually HAPPY.
Top Five Phrases Most Frequently Heard
By A Koala Staffer:
1. "I said 50 feet away at all times!"
2. "You best have my money tomorrow or
I'm a break my foot off in your ass!"
3. "You're on double-secret probation!"
4. "Somehow, you've managed to get a J."
5. "Are you done yet?!"
Top Seven All-New Shitty Ways to Die:
1. From sheer revulsion upon waking up in
your parents’ bed naked between Regis
Philbin and Tony Danza.
2. High level members of N.O.W. pour
molten glass into your rectum to render
you a eunich.
3. Johnny from the Local #257 pins down
your arm and has his pal drive over it
slowly using an eighteen-wheeler truck
only then to piss on your anguished face.
4. Two hookers (who are actually ninja
chicks) video tape you while they beat you
up and then post the video on
www.__(your name here)_IsaBitch.com.
5. A Nazi doctor orders a spinal tap from
your lower back and you are then forced to
drink what is extracted.
6. Currently low (but aspiring to be high)
level memebers of N.O.W. order a glass
tube to be inserted in your urethra and hit
by a hammer so it shatters inside.
7. That kid you made you made fun of in
fourth grade forces you to play Russian
roulette with your grandparents.
Top Five Tyrranical Dictator Pornos Due
Out on Video This Month:
1. It’s Rainin’ Ho Chi MEN II: My Lay
2. Chairman Mao ZeDONG Does the
Forbidden City
3. Mussolini’s Fellating Fascists Invade the
Canal
4. Stalin’ the Capitalist Pigs: Porkin’ for the
Proletariat
5. Naughty Adolf’s National Sexualist Party
III: The Third Dyke
Top Five Things Not to Say to Your
Girlfriend While On Her Period:
1. Do you need a Band-Aid or something?
2. Alright, now I don’t have to buy those
lubricated condoms!
3. What’s that red stuff?
4. Sweet, four days of head!
5. If you’re not better in three days, I’m
going to Hawaii with my ex.
Top Five Signs Your Dad Hasn’t Gotten
Over Vietnam:
1. Believes dog’s hole-digging habbit is
actually attempt to restore VC system of
inter-connected underground tunnels.
2. Watches Platoon every morning in his
old fatigues.
3. Still wears his trophy belt of “Charlie”
scalps to work every day.
4. Checks yard for trip-wire and boobytraps before mowing the lawn.

The UCSD Lesbian Mosh Pit
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5. Insists no member of the family walks
within fifteen clicks of the local “charlie” in
the neigborhood.

returned with "Shaft", "Dick" and "Dirty
Dancing."
5. He enoys anal sex with other men.

Top Five Reasons The Donkey Show Is
Better Than A Keanu Reeves Movie:
1. Throwing dollar bills at the screen
doesn’t make the movie any better.
2. If you’re lucky.....souveniers!
3. Destroying the Matrix is tricky.
Performing in front of a rowdy crowd twice
a night is next to impossible.
4. Saving a bus is easy. Fingering a girl with
only four hoves to work with is tough.
5. The donkey never takes a dramatic pause
to utter-out stupidly, “Whoa.”

Top Five Lieberman Campaign Slogans:
1. “Bush isn't kosher”
2. “I put the ‘man’ in ‘manorah.’"
3. “My bagels simply taste better!”
4. “Hey, I look like the dad from Alf.”
5. “Vote for Gore and you'll get jewed!”

Top Five New Gay Porn Titles:
1. Field of Creams
2. Caddyshack (of Gay Love)
3. Indiana Bones and the Temple of Butt Sex
4. Detroit Cock City
5. Terminator 3: Penetration Day
Top Five Signs Your Roomate is an
Internet Porno Fiend:
1. Proliferation of wadded up tissues next
to computer.
2. Presence of “foot” lotion on mouse,
hands, and genitals.
3. Mysterious stains on walls and ceiling.
4. Burns erotic CDs for his friend the
Chancellor.
5. Your roommate is Chancellor Dynes.
Top Four Shitty Things That Never Fail To
Happen To A Guy:
1. Thirty seconds before class is over you
get a hard on and thinking about it only
makes it worse.
2. Ten seconds before the shuttle comes to a
stop you get a hard on and thinking about
it only makes it worse.
3. As soon as you get out of the pool after
swimming you get a hard on and sitting
down would make it better but you can’t
because it’s fucking cold and everybody
would know why you’re sitting anyway.
4. You go through entries 1-3 all day and
once again it’s that time of the month for
your girlfriend and you don’t remember
where your “blow up betty” doll is.
Top Five Things I’d Pay to See Nuns Do:
1. Smoke crack at a Slayer concert.
2. Drink 40s while bumping NWA as they
cruise through Compton.
3. Pope John Paul II.
4. Tag team Nun wrestlers, the Ragin’
Rosaries, take on Chyna.
5. Pole Vault.
Top Five Reasons to Have a Threesome:
1. They can finish each other off.
2. Four titties; need I say more?
3. If you have two penises, it happens.
4. The third girl bailed.
5. What, you need more than four reasons?
Top Five Places I Enjoy Putting My Penis:
1. Girls.
2. The nacho cheese bin at the Sundry Store.
3. A rolled up and soaked in Mickey’s copy
of the Koala.
4. Both hands.
5. In a meat grinder (the fear excites me).
Top Five Signs Your Dad is Actually Gay:
1. During childhood, he always insisted in
wiping your ass.
2. During your teenage years, he always
insisted on wiping your ass.
3. He constantly asks "how you turned out."
4. Upon his last trip to Blockbuster he

Top Five More Things You Can Spell With
The Periodic Table:
1. PAcK PHAt PIPEs
2. NASTi AsS BiTcHeS LiKEs DyNeS
3. GeT mORe PuNaNi YOU PUNK AsS
BiTcH
4. SeX eVErY BiTcH UP
5. NeVEr WAsTe BeEr
Top Five Things To Do Instead of Study
the Night Before a Midterm:
1. Think of a list to send to The Koala.
2. Practice shoving that paper up your ass
because you're gonna get raped by it
anyway.
3. Three B's: beer, bud, and bitches.
4. Sleep with your crab-infested TA only to
find out that it was for the wrong class.
5. Drop out, become a pirate, and pillage
some booty (both kinds) at Seaworld.

✵M✄✯❙◗
✽LI✄✵❊❍MI
Top Five Reasons Why You Should Like
Me Sticking My Finger Up Your Ass:
1. Better me than your dad.
2. I can help you remove that Old E 40 you
stuck up in there in the heat of passion.
3. Acts as a stool softener.
4. Free prostate check.
5. I’ll help you find out if your ass smells
like mmm-mmm butterscotch.
Top Five Best Things About the Penis:
1. It feels good against my clit.
2. Love to watch the throbbing vein.
3. Useful to practice on for the cocksucking
championships ‘01 (reigning ‘00 champ).
4. Almost as good as my vibrator.
5. Gave birth to the classic phrase: “Life is
like a dick: when it gets hard, fuck it.”
Top Five Worst Things About the Penis:
1. It’s one ugly motherfucker.
2. Not as good as my vibrator.
3. Stings my eye when it misses shooting on
my tits.
4. It keeps fucking my bestfriend (that
bitch!)
5. Two words: premature ejaculation.
Top Five Reasons You Should Join a
Sorority:
1. You care about the Philanthropies.
2. You love talking shit about your friends.
3. You never suck cock.
4. You only wear tight black pants and tube
tops anyway.
5. You always get really loud and
obnoxious when you are drunk (and still
don’t suck any cock).

Think you’re funnier than us?

Submit lists ONLINE
(Ooh! Fancy!) at:
www.thekoala.org
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Hey Kids
s Time For Yet Another Naughty
Kids! It
It’s
ACROSS
1. Hard, ready, and waiting
4. What them males can most
likely be found doin', when
they’re not fornicatin'
9. Monica Lewinsky's favorite
treats
11. A man’s favorite reading
material on those long winter
nights
12. Your favorite kind of woman,
with 23D
13. To your average male: climax.
to your average female:
nonexistent.
15. Blood coursing through your
member makes it do this
16. Your intended but rarely
realized state during sexual
intercourse, or a popular rave
drug
17. She's 14 years old. you can't
fuck her unless she's from here.
20. Girl-on-girl action
22. Swallow me
25. A lovely term for the female
genitalia
26. What you call your girlfriend
-er- dog
27. 33D, unwilling-style
29. ____ Nixon
31. Seductively undressing
32. Cradle these lightly in your
hands
35. To take suddenly without
right, or another word for 34D
36. Taking it from behind
37. A jimmy
38. Your constant state of being
and you know it
DOWN
2. To utter suddenly, exclaim, or
shoot your load.
3. Cunnilingus on a man
5. No man can find it, ever.
6. One who prefers the dead in
bed

Answers on page 8

Koala Krossword Puzzle
Puzzle!

7. A chick's best friend on those
lonely winter nights
8. An orgy, to the highbrow
among us (bust out the
thesaurus for this one)
10. A wonderful term for 28D, or
a really badass black guy from
the 70s
14. Your mom would like to
believe you only have sex like
this
18. Porn of the dirtiest variety

19. Yet another thing that
constantly eludes the male
species
21. Make it wet, baby
23. Your favorite kind of woman,
with 12A
24. Euphemism for 33D (think
chocolate)
25. "Hand me the keys, you
fucking _________" (Usual
Suspects), or what you wish
your girlfriend was.

28. The technical term for the
primary male reproductive
organ
30. Meow
33. Screw the bible, it's the best
way to fuck.
34. The logical complement for
28D
35. Stated simply, the act of
copulation.
37. "OH MY GOD I'M GOING
TO ___!!!"

DESTROY THE YANKEE SATAN
Write, draw, juggle or amass nuclear
materials for The Koala!
Yo Bitch!
I thought I done
TOLD your ass that
Koala meetings are
on Fridays at 4:30
PM. Shit.

In order to
protect my posse, the
meetings are held at my
secret compound above
Soft Reserves, safe
from American
missiles.

My relentless
propaganda machine
requires an endless supply
of writers, artists and web
monkeys. Bring samples
or I will have your
beards shaved.
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The Discipline of Degeneratism
With Your Friend Assholius Maximus
Yes, degeneratism is a
discipline in itself. Like
any discipline, to truly
master the art of
degeneratism one must
engage in years of
mental and physical
conditioning. I am very
grateful to have been
blessed with the opportunity to study with
some true masters as
part of my educational
regime here at UCSD.
Although I am still
unworthy to teach the
subject authoritatively, I
do feel I have some
contributions to make to
the novice degeneratists
who are just beginning
to explore the merits of
degeneratism for themselves. So here are five
guidelines to help you
get started.
I. Find a benefactor. You
see, the path to degener- Figure 1: Three degeneratists-in-training at practice. Notice the enthusiasm of the leftmost trainee -- this is the sort of
initiative one must show in order to become a master degenerate.
ate enlightenment is full
as an Amway representaconscience are just the
e. Sex with other
of pitfalls and unextive applies here. "The
sorts of things to help
people's spouses
III. Build a repertoire of
pected distractions. You
books
you
read
today
novice degeneratists
f. Sex with strangers
degeneratist experiences.
must find a mentor to
will determine the
broaden their horizons.
g. Sex with other
There is nothing more
help you identify and
V. Gawk lecherously.
people's strange
fulfilling than spending
offer counsel when faced person you are going to
be
in
five
years."
Also
Don't be shy about your
spouses
in
other
quality
time
with
your
with things that will lead
lecherous gawking. If
people's bathrooms
fellows, telling stories of
you astray and endanger there is a relevant expression I learned during your exploits and tribuyou see something you
your path to enlightenmy involvement with
like, you must exercise
IV. Drink lots of beer.
lations. After all, the
ment. For the sake of
Christianity. "Garbage in ability to impress one's
your right to gawk at it.
This is the communion
brevity I will only sum-- garbage out." These
Comments are also a
of degeneratists and
friends with new and
marize what some of
expressions also hold
nice touch. One of my
there are good reasons
creative degeneratist
these pitfalls may be.
true
for
us.
While
we
favorites is to nudge my
activities is the mark of a for this. Although the
a. Religion
cannot erase all of the
fellow degeneratist and
affects of beer drinking
true master. As a novice
b. Falling in love
wholesome influences of you must begin by
audibly state, "Dude, I
might seem to be only
c. Living with parents
our
lives,
we
can
cercould totally make a
temporary,
the
long
term
mimicking
the
masters
d. Academic probation
tainly dilute them.
porno with this here
until you have built your effects are important to
e. Employment
Therefore, it is vitally
chick." Although this sort
the young degeneratistconfidence and sense of
f. Alcoholics Anonyimportant to begin
creativity. Here are some in-training. You see, beer of activity is generally
mous
building your collection
drinking gives the novice not received kindly by
suggestions to get you
early. Among the recom- started:
the practitioners of most
degeneratist experience
II. Build your personal
mended reading materiother disciplines, it is the
viewing the world from
a. Public urination in
library. You see, one's
als
for
the
novice
ideal way to identify
the correct frame of
Tijuana
mental conditioning is
fellow degeneratists and
mind. Frequent urinab. Streaking at UTC
largely influenced by the degeneratist are fine
publications such as
potential converts. You
tion, stinky-ass farts,
c. Taking a final exam
reading material one
Hustler,
Swank,
Pentcould even say that
compromised
hygiene,
while
intoxicated
chooses to expose one’s
house, and of course the
lecherous gawking is
d. Sex in other people's weakened inhibitions,
self to. An expression I
Koala.
degenerate evangelism.
and a reduced sense of
bathrooms
learned during my time

Here’s some pictures of some guys smoking something out of a
water pipe on Library Walk. Gentlemen, we salute you.

How to play:
1. Pick your favorite tyrannical dictator.
2. Cut out their
picture and paste
it in the center of
the dart board.
3. Go buy some
darts.
4. Hang dart
board on wall.
5. Crack open a
twelve-pack of
Mickey’sTM Fine
Malt liquor hand
grenades.
6. Amaze your
friends with your
deadly accuracy
and revolutionary
spirit by casting
darts in the face of

General Pinochet’s Wacky Fun Page!

Melissa Joan Hart
Chancelor of Shitty Sit-Coms

Cu
t

re

he

Adolf Hitler
Chancellor of Germany

Cu
t
he
re

Josph Watson
Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Cu
th
ere

NOTE: The Koala,
ASUCSD, UC Board of
Regents, State of California, and NATO assume no responsibility
for damage in forms of
holes caused by throwing darts at the walls
of your dorm room or
apartment. The price
of freedom is steep.

tyranny!
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Eerie Coincidences
Chance or Something More???

The UCSD Koala
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HEY KIDS!
ANGST AND ENNUI GOT YOU DOWN AGAIN?
STILL LOOKING FOR A REASON TO LIVE?
WELL, WE’VE GOT THE SOLUTION FOR YOU...
SO PUT DOWN THAT RAZOR BLADE AND CHECK
THE KOALA’S ASS-WHOOPIN’ WEBSITE!

Joseph V. Stalin
Premier of Soviet Union

www.thekoala.org

Joseph W. Watson
Vice Chancellor of Student
IT’LL SOLVE ALL YOUR PROBLEMS. PROMISE.
Affairs
AND WHILE YOU’RE AT IT, GO VISIT OUR SPONSORS:
•First name: Joseph
•First name: Joseph
•Last name means: "man
•Last name means:
Get Your Own .COM* for $11 per year
of steel"
nothing
Including Free Email & Hosting!
•Stalingrad, USSR
•Watsonville, CA
Free Subdomains (yourname.onestop.net)
•Moustache
•Moustache
•Time Magazine Man of •UCSD Financial Report,
Activate Your Host Now and Upload in Minutes!
the Year, 1942
page 10, 1999
[*.NET's and .ORG's also available]
•Responsible for deaths
•Responsible for death
of millions of people
of campus social life.
•Used secret police to
•Uses secret police to
enforce authority
enforce authority.
•Five Year Plan
•Alcohol and Tobacco
Policies

Answers to crossword puzzle from page 4
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Driving with Dustin V: How to Drive One of Those AS Electric Carts
Backwards While Drunk and High Without Spilling Your Drink.
Ok, ok. So you know how to drive a
cool car. You even know how to go
offroading, fine. I even learned y’all
how to drive drunk, and even how to
give/receive some lovin’ in a car.
Fucking great. But I’m not done
schoolin’ all you punk-ass bitches
about driving.
After the last article, I thought I had
passed down all of my knowledge. I
thought you were all ready to walk
down the rice paper of driving
school, and get those bad ass burns
and scars on your forearms of Mr. T
and a Koala holding a Mickey’s
grenade. But I had an epiphany while
distributing the last issue. I should
let you all in on the super-secret
Koala tradition of driving, while
drunk, the electric A.S. cart.
I realize that not many of you have
had a chance to drive one of the electric carts, but they can be
the most fun you can have without a 300+ horsepower engine.
So sit on down, hold on tight, and pass me that jug of Carlo Rossi
Sangria (on sale for $9.99). You are about to embark on a new
chapter of your life, friends.
Rule #1: With so many types of booze out there, it can be
difficult to decide which is better for consumption while driving
the electric A.S. cart. My personal choice is wine or Andre
champagne. Before each and every distrubution, I like to shotgun
four keg cups of Carlo or a bottle of Andre, thus assuring me that
I will be feeling the buzz for quite some time.
Rule #2: Drive fast. Drive as fast as the damn cart will take
you. When going downhill, never slow down. The reason is simple:
speed kills. And show some hustle if you really want an issue. Run,
dammit. Don’t expect the driver to slow down just so you can
lazily meander over and take an issue. Show some effort.
Rule #3: Bring some friends. Now that the Koala has several
female writers, we can get rid of the usual sausage fest that is
distrubution. I’m sure that they want to give us senior staffers
head, or else why would they be here? Right? Now normally, we
do pick up easy women on our raucous tour of campus. You’d be
surprised how many of Thomas Bond’s Argo bitches love to suck
Koala dick. The only bad thing about Argo bitches is that they
don’t swallow. Haven’t you ever wondered why the walkway
leading from Ye Olde Studente Centre to Revelle Plaza always
smells like cum? Those damn Argo bitches just spit out the seed
of the Koala near Bonner Hall. In some twisted way, their choice
of location makes sense. Think about it.
Rule #4: The Koala is better than cash. Use it to trade for
other goods. Many of you out there love the taste of “herbal
medicine.” Who doesn’t? So while you are driving the cart around,
be sure to offer it to any stoner you see in exchange for a bag of

By The Humble
Lord Skidmark

schwag. The deal will benefit both of you. Also, women have been
known to flash their tits for a glimpse of the K, so bring a camera
in order to immortalize them in the next issue. Wait, maybe I’m
thinking of the OMBAC Over-the-Line Tourney. Oh well.
Rule #5: Make sure you have shit to give out. Those dumbasses
who drove around a while ago trying to rally support for
Homecoming were annoying. I mean, we here at the K might shout
and yell at all whom we pass, but at least we give out something
entertaining. And when we honk our horn, we do it out of need. So
get the fuck out of the way.
Rule #6: No brakes means no brakes! Screaming out “No
Brakes!” is fun, especially while you are enacting rule #2,
backwards. It suprises me that people don’t believe me when I yell
it while honking. As a side note, the brakes work very well on the
carts. If you stand on the brakes, you can lock them up and skid to
a halt after a 10 foot slide. However, the E-brake sucks much ass.
It doesn’t work worth a damn. It burns out after like 5 minutes of
riding the brake.
Rule #7: Go where you are not supposed to go. The Snake Path
and Peterson Hall are prime examples of places you should NOT be
driving the cart, yet it is so much fun to drive there. So indulge
your inner-most desires and drive inside Peterson Hall, as often as
you can. Donuts are not as hard to perfrom as you might think.
Just ask the people that were in there when I did just that a few
weeks ago. Another fun thing to do is to go offroading. Some of
you may have seen the tire tracks on that soccer field near OVT.
Some dudes were playing soccer the last time we were doing
distrubution, and being part of a publication for the people, I
decided to bring The Koala to them. I was suprised how well the
cart took on the mud covered field. You can still see the donut
tracks.
Rules #8: Never move out of the way of anything, make them
move out of your way. Be it a shuttle bus or an actual bus, make
them move. Believe me, they will. This rule also applies to people
(especially frat boys and sorority sluts). Run them the fuck over if
they refuse to move. Serves them right. Besides, the rule of the
road states that the vehicle with the worst maneuverabilty has the
right of way. With that 40 of OE in you lap and the 40 of King
Cobra in your hand, you better believe you have the right of way.
Rule #9: Speed bumps = no effort while having sex. The faster
you take those speed bumps, the more she feels it. So learn from
us here at the K, and please that poontang.
Rule #10: Never sit down. You’d be suprised how many places
there are to fit a person on those carts. One of our members once
held onto the front of the cart like a bug on your car windshield. I
couldn’t see and he nearly lost his sack to one of those cement/
metal poles in the middle of the walkway, so now we always make
sure I have a periscope before he climbs on the front of the cart.
Also, that is where I learned about locking up the brakes. You
should have seen his face. It was worth it.
OK, so now you know how to drive a cart. Use the knowledge
wisely my son/daughter. Practice your skills and one day you may
be able to take the beer can from my hand, grasshopper.

Stupid Picture Of The Month

Hey Boys and Girls! Do YOU have a stupid picture you’d like to have published?
Then send it to letters@thekoala.org. Or, alternatively, I suppose you could start
your own paper. But that’s hard, and the school won’t fund you. Trust me.
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Party Reviews
As reviewed by:

Karl Marx & Fredrick Engels
Erik’s Party, October 20th, in University City

Pep Band Halloween Party, October 28th, Mira Mesa

This event began early on Friday evening with the boisterous
barbequing of several succulent types of meat and fish products,
garnished heartily with ketchup. mmm. There was a keg of BJ’s,
billiards, lifeguard chairs and a buncha younger chicks in ass-pants.
Other plusses include walking distance to my place, allowing
intermittent trips back to the pad to chill out when the party got too
hectic/dry. A certain roommate of mine also managed to bring not
1, not 2, not 3 but 4, yes 4 girls home with him at 3AM. That was
cool. Minuses include beer running out, scary ugly chicks hogging
the billiards table and Steve Miller on the stereo. Ouch.

After taking up a fallacious invitation to the alleged Ultimate
Frisbee party the same night, inside sources led us to an alternative
venue hosted by those crazy Pep Band kids. Jell-O shots flowed
like beer, which in turn flowed like the jungle juice. The music
sucked, though, especially for a party thrown by musicians.

My Roommate Sitting Around Waiting For His Girlfriend To Call On Friday Night, October 13th, My
Place

Bar Christening, November 4th, La Jolla
Sure enough, everyone’s favorite Via Mallorcans were industrious
enough to build and stock their own bar. In addition to the huge
selection of made-to-order alcoholic beverages, there was a good
turnout, including a large non-UCSD demographic. Plus, the music
was way more slammin’ than at Pep Band. Word has it that all of
the residents except Ben saw some action. I guess that’s the point of
building a bar. Better luck next time, Ben.

Sweatpants, a dirty shirt and HBO. And chili. Mmm, chili.
Jackass.

Official Koala Ratings Scale
Total Capitalist Pig Stranglehold.

How to get your party reviewed in The Koala:
1. Organize a party.
2. Email editor@thekoala.org with an invitation.

Legalized labor unions.
Abolition of graduated income.

Also, it helps if you actually throw the party at the scheduled time
and location. Due to finite manpower, it is possible that not all
invitations will be met, particularly during popular weekends.

Open revolution.
Triumph of The Proletariat

Bored? Try These Fun Rebuses!
UR

W+

4 U,

4 UR

censored!

W+

+

censored!

+

U

.

Hint: JFK quotation.

!

+
Hint: Richard III

!

A

-

4A

M+

!

“Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.” • “A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!”

A
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Janitor Robert’s Advice Column
You’ve Got Problems, He’s Got Answers.

Hey Robert,
I am horny as hell and I can't get
laid. What should I do?
Dear Koala Reader,
The opposite sex is sort of like
a puzzle, and the trick to figuring them out is as difficult as
figuring out how your biology
Professor could discover bacteria living on Mars, but not
under his arms. Having three
sisters, no brothers, and two
girl cousins that moved in with
us when I was young, I can
elaborate on the female sex with
deadly accuracy. All girls are
vain. All girls are concerned
with their looks. Even fat girls.
If you compliment a girl, something inside her turns on, and

she is instantly transported to a
magical place full of beauty and
excitement. The problem is that
most men aren't brought up
around enough women to
figure this out. Women love to
be handed gifts for no reason,
and to be told that they are
beautiful, even on their “not-sofresh” days. That is to say, LIE.
Lie through your teeth. I promise, she'll take you to the land of
Milk and Honey that you've
been looking for, and you will
no longer have to write me for
sexual advice.
If, however, you are a girl,
my only piece of advice is this.
The best ways to a man's heart
are through his penis or his
stomach. If you are too unattractive to land that man you've
been after all quarter, learn to
cook. All men love food.
Hey Robert,
Every time I urinate, fire shoots
out my dick like a flame thrower in
one of those Arnold
Schwarzenegger movies. Do you
think it could be because I run the
AS and I like the sexual comfort
provided by domestic pets and
barnyard animals? Please help.
-"Doc"
Dear Doc,
The reason that fire shoots out
your dick is because we here at
the Koala joined in one of our
annual Koala séances to bring

forth the ghost of Michael
Jackson's first black body.
During this séance, a couple of
the Koala posse got a little too
drunk and decided to ask the
heavenly spirits if they
could bring the Sun God to life.
The spirits said no, but that they
would bring forth a miracle as a
sign of their power. Your firey
urination is proof that they
exist. Halleluyah!
Dear Janitor Robert,
I am a Revelle freshman distraught from the position I have
put myself in. I came to a sub-par
partying school. To top that off, I go
to Revelle. I can't change my
decision to go here, so I am at a
crossroads. Do I succumb to Friday
night reading assignments or take
my survival knife from its holster
and hold it to my suitemates’
throats, forcing them to partake in
my drinking activities? I have this
dream where I go from suite to
suite with a bottle of JD and
everyone joins me, uniting our
school, coming together intoxicated
for everyone's well-being. But I
face a harsh reality of pouring
liquor down my suitemates throats
and underground pot smoking.
What is a guy to do, Rob?
alone in atlantis
Dude,
Just come to one of our weekly
meetings on Fridays, 4:30, at the
Media Lounge, on top of Soft
and Weak Reserves. You can
bring all the JD you want and,
trust me, we will help you finish
it. We like showing Freshman
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the UCSD ropes.
P.S. I won't get there till 7:00
cause I have cleaning to do till
then.
Robert,
My boyfriend wants to have a
threesome. I guess I'd be okay with
it, but I'm not sure because I've
never been with another girl. My
boyfriend tells me I'll love it. What
should I do?
- confused
Dear confused,
Go for it!
Why is Micky's Fine Malt Liquor
the best beer out there?
-Bear Cub
Dear Bear Cub,
The only way for me to truly
give you a response worthy of
this high-quality malt liquor is
found in the old Tootsie Pop
commercials. I must down
several 40's in order to give you
a quantitative response. Please
either bring plenty of 40's to our
next Koala meeting or email me
where and when I can meet you
so we can truthfully judge for
ourselves why Micky's Fine
Malt Liquor really is the best
beer out there.
I am a 22-year-old brunette who
most people would consider attractive. My question is: Would you
touch me in an inappropriate
manner if I was passed out in your
bedroom?
No, that would be rape.
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PERSONALS

We did not write these personals. Chairman Mao Zedong wrote these personals. If you have a problem with
these personals, you are a capitalist pig, totally devoid of any trace of party spirit. Know this: your Westernized, counter-revolutionary ideas will be stamped out mercilessly and wtihout delay. We will use tanks if
necessary. Oh, and don’t sue us.
6 degrees of separations:
Chem 6A to Chem 6A.
Chem 6A is taught by
Dr. C. Dr. C. resemble
the Oompah Loompah of
Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory. In an
episode of the Family
Guy, the Oompah
Loompahs are called
Chumbawamba.
Chumbawamba sang
Tubthumping.
Tubthumping was a one
hit wonder. H-Town was
an one hit wonder artist.
Their only song was
Knockin' da boots. I
would like to knock the
boots with some of the
hot chicks in Chem 6A.
To Busty,
Yeah, you know who I
am talking about. The
only hot chick with big
tits in CSE 12. What the
fuck is your name? We
have been trying to find
out your name for a
whole year now. Why
don't you just end our
misery by wearing a t
shirt with your name
printed on it. I think you
should drop your
lameass friend who acts
like he is trying to help
you out with CSE 12.
The guy doesn't know
shit and have shits
coming out of his ass. So
Busty, do us a favor and
let us know your name.
Your fellow CSE majors.
Pi Mu Pi
The newest frat frenzy
at UCSD. Its founding
members are all guys
and new members will
only be consist of hot
bitches at UCSD. Pi Mu
Pi does not take money
for initiation instead we
settle for blowjobs or
handjobs. If you are
really freaky, we might
spank your ass while
you give us blowjobs.
Who said frat was
suppose to be all guys?
For the guys, Eta Omega
Sigma are looking for a
few good men. As you
might have figure it out,
Eta Omega Sigma is our
sister sorority. So hot
bitches, do you have
what it takes to be a Pi
Mu Pi? To join, just grab
an application at your
local Wendy's and
submit it to Chancellor
Dyknes.

To those F I N E ass boys
in N4 Muir apartmentsYou guys know that all
of the Muir chicas are
hot for your bods.
Especially the Tax-man..
how could we resist? Do
us a favor and smoke
your bowls with the
shades open.. that way
we could drool while
you hit it like we wish
we could.
-a Muir girl with love
hey K.S. Yeah you, you
sexy bitch. You should
have gone with us on the
Anza-Borrego camping
trip. This half-white,
half-filipino hottie wants
your ass, bad. I'm gonna
steal you from Cheryl.
Hell yeah.
~Leopard
Skin Sheets
How are you
about to just
run out and
give a
brotha' some
blue balls
like that.
Just because
someone
knocked on
the door you
got all
nervous. Ey
look.. thats
wack.. to all
the ladies..
dont pet the
pecker if you
dont plan to
milk it.. k?
Thanks
Almario

Did someone just grab
my ass???
Pongo su dedo en mi
culo. Chupa mi
chupa...oh shit gotta go!
carge mis pantalones!!
Love, Guadalupe
To the hot OASIS TAI've wanted a piece of
that for a year! You like
sports? Well you can
send your ball into my
end zone anytime...come
over after practice and
let me show you my
OASIS
-Nickel Bags
To all the hot chicks at
UCSD....
WHERE THE HELL ARE
YOU ALL???

Thank the shit fuck that
I'm a way from that
fucking bastard school of
yours. The memory of
you stupid pious up
tight and I don't mean
your pussies or your
asses, biatchs will huant
me forever. To all you
freashmen, get the fuck
out why you can. Drop
out or better yet fail out,
its more fun. hah Love
always and I'll be seeing
you at the Koala meetings.
Bear Paw
To Acne Boy:
FOR THE LOVE OF
GOD PLEASE STOP
POPPING ZITS IN
CLASS, I CAN ACTUALLY HEAR THAT
SHIT
SPLURGE
OUT OF
YOUR
PIMPLERIDDEN
FACE!
-The Prof

This is Chancellor Dynes. And if you don't know, I
have a posse. Pure and simple. I would just like to
point out that it's a rather sorry state of affairs when
at a university such as ours, tags for the Dynes Posse
are defaced. And I am not only including students
here. All you CSOs, "Campus Security Officers"...I
know who you are. You have NO idea what you are
doing when you remove Posse propaganda. This is
the first warning for you all...

To the
bizzznatch
with that dirty snatch
who made my balls itch.
One question.... Do you
still got that 1982 imprint
on yo ass for the time i
"hit that" on library walk
that night? I guess i'll
find out when i'm
pounding you doggy
style next time... fo sho...
Keep it between me and
u, and keep that ish tight
for your corn dog.... T
Jed, Brush those teeth
you punk ass bitch, cuz
your breath fucking
STINKS. And lay off on
those fuckin video
games or we're gonna
slap you down like a lil'
bitch!!! The Roomates

I wish to initate a student
exchange: those dumb
ass robe wearing fuckers,
I don't care how cool or
different you think you
look but fuck... any
who... for Cameron
Richardson. I think this
would be a damn fine
trade.
Bear Paw
Gina,
You hot Love
Goddess, I want your
lithe body wrapped
around my cock. C'mon
baby, you light my
phoenix of hot monkey
love on fire. Let's go all
night and all day. And
then all night again. Yes
baby yes.
-That Ling 7 guy

To the
fine peice
of
RIMAC
ass in the
green
sweatshirtI wanna
give you
hot
monkey
sex all
nite long
Tredmill
stud

Oh this
wretched
and
boring clamor of proper
verbitude. Spare me this
blistering drought of
intellectual frolic! Give
me relief and break this
rigid cage of rupublican
rhetoric.
To that hottie blonde in
my 131A class. I want
your ass in the worst
way. Yes, THAT way.
When Im supposed to be
learning about stressstrain relationships on
elastic members, I think
of putting my member
into your out-hole and
making it wink at me.
Let me assure you, it will
be a rigid body. Just
thought you should
know
Anal craver

To Chrystal S,
God your a hottie! I can't
wait for this weekend so
we can look at Goat
Farmer International
together. YOW!
Sincerely, a certain redhead.
To the women of
Discovery Hall in the
suite beneath us:
Recently, some of you
have made the
outrageous claim that
you have perfect 36-2636 bodies. What the hell
have you been smoking?
Obviously not my whore
pipe! You stupid fucks!
The last time you saw a
36-26-36 body was Wed.
night in TJ when you
were squeezing the balls
of some ass at the
Donkey show...and those
were the donkey's
measurements. I talked
with that donkey and he
wasn't too impressed
with your pathetic
handjob. The only 36-2636 measurements you
have are those of your
thighs-knees-and calves.
Maybe if you would
unsuction your ass from
the couch we would stop
wacking it in our rooms
and slap you across your
zit festering foreheads
with our 15 inch beaver
hunters once in a while.
I'm tired of your shit.
Fuck you, you
pathetically underfucked
products of the milkman.
With love,
The conquerors
of cunt above you
To the dumb broads
behind me-shut the fuck
up before I put my dick
in your mouths!
Nobody wants to hear
about your bitch roomie
who won't take the
garbage out. Also, your
perfume smells like
urine.
Michelle,
You are the hottest chick
I know, I want to suck on
your feces, and taste
your sweet excrements. I
would call you if i had
your number, but I don’t.
Your Butt Lover,
Moses from Marshall

Yo! Submit YOUR
personals at
www.thekoala.org

